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This work provides an enormous contribution to the broad effort of modeling heat, mass and momentum transport in multiphysics problems with the development of new solution approaches. It re-visits the time-honored technique of network
application using flow network solutions for all transport process components for a coupled modeling task. The book
further provides as formulation of the conservation laws for mass, energy and momentum, specifically for the branches
and nodes of transport networks using the combination of the Eulerian and Lagrangean modeling methods. With the
extension of Bernoulli’s original concept, a new solution is given for the flow field of viscous and compressible fluids as
driven by the balance of mechanical energy, coupled to the thermodynamics of the transport system. Applicable to simple
or large-scale tasks, the new model elements and methods are built on first principles. Throughout the work, the book
provides original formulations, their mathematical derivations as well as applications in a numerical solution scheme.
For chemical and mechanical engineering students. Covers transport in steady state and unsteady state systems.
Includes problems in dimensional analysis and chemical reactions, compressible flow, boundary layer analysis, laminar
and turbulent flow, and convection.
This book gives a practical account of the modern theory of calculation of absorbers for binary and multicomponent
physical absorption and absorption with simultaneous chemical reaction. The book consists of two parts: the theory of
absorption and the calculation of absorbers. Part I covers basic knowledge on diffusion and the theory of mass transfer in
binary and multicomponent systems. Significant stress is laid on diffusion theory because this forms the basis for the
absorption process. In the next chapters the fundamentals of simultaneous mass transfer and chemical reaction, the
theory of the desorption of gases from liquids and the formulation of differential mass balances are discussed. Part II is
devoted to the calculation of absorbers and the classification of absorbers. The chapters present calculation methods for
the basic types of absorber with a detailed analysis of the calculation methods for packed, plate and bubble columns. The
authors illustrate the presented material with a large number of examples, starting with simple ones for binary systems
and ending with column calculation for multicomponent systems.
"Presents the fundamentals of momentum, heat, and mass transfer from both a microscopic and a macroscopic
perspective. Features a large number of idealized and real-world examples that we worked out in detail."
An integrated treatment of transfer processes including momentum transfer of fluid mechanics, energy/heat transfer, and
mass transfer/diffusion. Designed for undergraduates taking transport phenomena or transfer and rate process courses.
Changes in this edition include: material updates, the additon of problems in both number and variety, additional use of
numerical analysis for problem-solving, and computer applications of subject matter.
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, Second Edition, is ideal for the graduate level study of convection heat and mass
transfer, with coverage of well-established theory and practice as well as trending topics, such as nanoscale heat transfer
and CFD. It is appropriate for both Mechanical and Chemical Engineering courses/modules.
The book provides a unified treatment of momentum transfer (fluid mechanics), heat transfer, and mass transfer. This new edition
has been updated to include more coverage of modern topics such as biomedical/biological applications as well as an added
separations topic on membranes. Additionally, the fifth edition focuses on an explicit problem-solving methodology that is
thoroughly and consistently implemented throughout the text.· Chapter 1: Introduction to Momentum Transfer· Chapter 2: Fluid
Statics· Chapter 3: Description of a Fluid in Motion· Chapter 4: Conservation of Mass: Control-Volume Approach· Chapter 5:
Newton's Second Law of Motion: Control-Volume Approach· Chapter 6: Conservation of Energy: Control-Volume Approach·
Chapter 7: Shear Stress in Laminar Flow· Chapter 8: Analysis of a Differential Fluid Element in Laminar Flow· Chapter 9:
Differential Equations of Fluid Flow· Chapter 10: Inviscid Fluid Flow· Chapter 11: Dimensional Analysis and Similitude· Chapter 12:
Viscous Flow· Chapter 13: Flow in Closed Conduits· Chapter 14: Fluid Machinery· Chapter 15: Fundamentals of Heat Transfer·
Chapter 16: Differential Equations of Heat Transfer· Chapter 17: Steady-State Conduction· Chapter 18: Unsteady-State
Conduction· Chapter 19: Convective Heat Transfer· Chapter 20: Convective Heat-Transfer Correlations· Chapter 21: Boiling and
Condensation· Chapter 22: Heat-Transfer Equipment· Chapter 23: Radiation Heat Transfer· Chapter 24: Fundmentals of Mass
Transfer· Chapter 25: Differential Equations of Mass Transfer· Chapter 26: Steady-State Molecular Diffusion· Chapter 27:
Unsteady-State Molecular Diffusion· Chapter 28: Convective Mass Transfer· Chapter 29: Convective Mass Transfer Between
Phases· Chapter 30: Convective Mass-Transfer Correlations· Chapter 31: Mass-Transfer Equipment
The term transport phenomena is used to describe processes in which mass, momentum, energy and entropy move about in
matter. Advances in Transport Phenomena provide state-of-the-art expositions of major advances by theoretical, numerical and
experimental studies from a molecular, microscopic, mesoscopic, macroscopic or megascopic point of view across the spectrum of
transport phenomena, from scientific enquiries to practical applications. The annual review series intends to fill the information gap
between regularly published journals and university-level textbooks by providing in-depth review articles over a broader scope than
in journals. The authoritative articles, contributed by internationally-leading scientists and practitioners, establish the state of the
art, disseminate the latest research discoveries, serve as a central source of reference for fundamentals and applications of
transport phenomena, and provide potential textbooks to senior undergraduate and graduate students. This review book provides
state-of-the-art expositions of major advances by theoretical, numerical and experimental studies from a molecular, microscopic,
mesoscopic, macroscopic or megascopic point of view across the spectrum of transport phenomena, from scientific enquiries to
practical applications. This new volume of the annual review "Advances in Transport Phenomena" series provides in-depth review
articles covering the fields of mass transfer, fluid mechanics, heat transfer and thermodynamics. This review book provides stateof-the-art expositions of major advances by theoretical, numerical and experimental studies from a molecular, microscopic,
mesoscopic, macroscopic or megascopic point of view across the spectrum of transport phenomena, from scientific enquiries to
practical applications. This new volume of the annual review "Advances in Transport Phenomena" series provides in-depth review
articles covering the fields of mass transfer, fluid mechanics, heat transfer and thermodynamics.
Text on momentum, energy, and mass transfer for graduate engineering students.
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Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat, and Mass Transfer provides a unified treatment of momentum transfer (fluid mechanics), heat
transfer and mass transfer. The treatment of the three areas of transport phenomena is done sequentially. The subjects of
momentum, heat, and mass transfer are introduced, in that order, and appropriate analysis tools are developed.· Conservation Of
Mass: Control-Volume Approach· Newton's Second Law Of Motion: Control-Volume Approach· Conservation Of Energy: ControlVolume Approach· Shear Stress In Laminar Flow· Analysis Of A Differential Fluid Element In Laminar Flow· Differential Equations
Of Fluid Flow· Inviscid Fluid Flow· Dimensional Analysis· Viscous Flow· The Effect Of Turbulence On Momentum Transfer· Flow In
Closed Conduits· Fundamentals Of Heat Transfer· Differential Equations Of Heat Transfer· Steady-State Conduction· UnsteadyState Conduction· Convective Heat Transfer· Convective Heat-Transfer Correlations· Boiling And Condensation· Heat-Transfer
Equipment· Radiation Heat Transfer· Fundamentals Of Mass Transfer· Differential Equations Of Mass Transfer· Steady-State
Molecular Diffusion· Unsteady-State Molecular Diffusion· Convective Mass Transfer· Convective Mass Transfer Between Phases·
Convective Mass-Transfer Correlations · Mass-Transfer Equipment
The third edition of Transport Phenomena Fundamentals continues with its streamlined approach to the subject of transport
phenomena, based on a unified treatment of heat, mass, and momentum transport using a balance equation approach. The new
edition makes more use of modern tools for working problems, such as COMSOL®, Maple®, and MATLAB®. It introduces new
problems at the end of each chapter and sorts them by topic for ease of use. It also presents new concepts to expand the utility of
the text beyond chemical engineering. The text is divided into two parts, which can be used for teaching a two-term course. Part I
covers the balance equation in the context of diffusive transport—momentum, energy, mass, and charge. Each chapter adds a term
to the balance equation, highlighting that term's effects on the physical behavior of the system and the underlying mathematical
description. Chapters familiarize students with modeling and developing mathematical expressions based on the analysis of a
control volume, the derivation of the governing differential equations, and the solution to those equations with appropriate
boundary conditions. Part II builds on the diffusive transport balance equation by introducing convective transport terms, focusing
on partial, rather than ordinary, differential equations. The text describes paring down the microscopic equations to simplify the
models and solve problems, and it introduces macroscopic versions of the balance equations for when the microscopic approach
fails or is too cumbersome. The text discusses the momentum, Bournoulli, energy, and species continuity equations, including a
brief description of how these equations are applied to heat exchangers, continuous contactors, and chemical reactors. The book
also introduces the three fundamental transport coefficients: the friction factor, the heat transfer coefficient, and the mass transfer
coefficient in the context of boundary layer theory. The final chapter covers the basics of radiative heat transfer, including concepts
such as blackbodies, graybodies, radiation shields, and enclosures. The third edition incorporates many changes to the material
and includes updated discussions and examples and more than 70 new homework problems.
The fourth edition of Transport Phenomena Fundamentals continues with its streamlined approach to the subject, based on a
unified treatment of heat, mass, and momentum transport using a balance equation approach. The new edition includes more
worked examples within each chapter and adds confidence-building problems at the end of each chapter. Some numerical
solutions are included in an appendix for students to check their comprehension of key concepts. Additional resources online
include exercises that can be practiced using a wide range of software programs available for simulating engineering problems,
such as, COMSOL®, Maple®, Fluent, Aspen, Mathematica, Python and MATLAB®, lecture notes, and past exams. This edition
incorporates a wider range of problems to expand the utility of the text beyond chemical engineering. The text is divided into two
parts, which can be used for teaching a two-term course. Part I covers the balance equation in the context of diffusive
transport—momentum, energy, mass, and charge. Each chapter adds a term to the balance equation, highlighting that term's
effects on the physical behavior of the system and the underlying mathematical description. Chapters familiarize students with
modeling and developing mathematical expressions based on the analysis of a control volume, the derivation of the governing
differential equations, and the solution to those equations with appropriate boundary conditions. Part II builds on the diffusive
transport balance equation by introducing convective transport terms, focusing on partial, rather than ordinary, differential
equations. The text describes paring down the full, microscopic equations governing the phenomena to simplify the models and
develop engineering solutions, and it introduces macroscopic versions of the balance equations for use where the microscopic
approach is either too difficult to solve or would yield much more information that is actually required. The text discusses the
momentum, Bernoulli, energy, and species continuity equations, including a brief description of how these equations are applied to
heat exchangers, continuous contactors, and chemical reactors. The book introduces the three fundamental transport coefficients:
the friction factor, the heat transfer coefficient, and the mass transfer coefficient in the context of boundary layer theory. Laminar
flow situations are treated first followed by a discussion of turbulence. The final chapter covers the basics of radiative heat transfer,
including concepts such as blackbodies, graybodies, radiation shields, and enclosures.

Fundamental Mass Transfer Concepts in Engineering Applications provides the basic principles of mass transfer to upper
undergraduate and graduate students from different disciplines. This book outlines foundational material and equips
students with sufficient mathematical skills to tackle various engineering problems with confidence. It covers mass
transfer in both binary and multicomponent systems and integrates the use of Mathcad® for solving problems. This
textbook is an ideal resource for a one-semester course. Key Features The concepts are explained with the utmost clarity
in simple and elegant language Presents theory followed by a variety of practical, fully-worked example problems
Includes a summary of the mathematics necessary for mass transfer calculations in an appendix Provides ancillary
Mathcad® subroutines Includes end-of-chapter problems and a solutions manual for adopting instructors
The field’s essential standard for more than three decades, Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer offers
a systematic introduction to transport phenomena and rate processes. Thorough coverage of central principles helps
students build a foundational knowledge base while developing vital analysis and problem solving skills. Momentum,
heat, and mass transfer are introduced sequentially for clarity of concept and logical organization of processes, while
examples of modern applications illustrate real-world practices and strengthen student comprehension. Designed to keep
the focus on concept over content, this text uses accessible language and efficient pedagogy to streamline student
mastery and facilitate further exploration. Abundant examples, practice problems, and illustrations reinforce basic
principles, while extensive tables simplify comparisons of the various states of matter. Detailed coverage of topics
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including dimensional analysis, viscous flow, conduction, convection, and molecular diffusion provide broadly-relevant
guidance for undergraduates at the sophomore or junior level, with special significance to students of chemical,
mechanical, environmental, and biochemical engineering.
The problem of mass transfer by sublimation from a snow surface subjected to radiation and forced convection is
investigated. The effect of irradiation from a nonisothermal source on the mass transfer rate is studied. Forced
convection of the 'flat plate' and 'entrance region' type is investigated. Entrance effects are seen to have a negligible
influence on the mass transfer rate. The effect of the nonisothermal snow surface is shown to be negligible. A thermal
network analysis is developed to predict the mass transfer rate due to the combined effects of radiation and forced
convection. Experimental results for mass transfer from a snow surface in the entrance region of a rectangular duct show
good agreement with the predicted mass transfer rate. (Author).
Momentum, Energy, and Mass Transfer in ContinuaKrieger Publishing CompanyCalculation and Measurement
Techniques for Momentum, Energy and Mass TransferAmer Inst of Chemical EngineersCorrections for Momentum,
Energy and Mass Transfer in ContinuaSolution Manual for Exercises in Momentum, Energy, and Mass Transfer in
ContrinuaTwo-phase Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer in Chemical, Process, and Energy Engineering
SystemsSolution Manual for Exercises in Momentum, Energy, and Mass Transfer in ContinuaMomentum, Heat, and
Mass Transfer FundamentalsCRC Press
The book comprises the fundamentals of the numerical simulation of fluid flows as well as the modelling of a power plant
and plant components. The fundamental equations for heat and mass transfer will be prepared for the application in the
numerical simulation. Selected numerical methods will be discussed in detail. The book will deal with the gas as well as
with the water/steam flow. Regulation and controller, simplified models and hybrid models as well as the validation of
measurement data are also included in the book.
From reviews of the first edition: "well organized . . . Recommended as an introductory text for undergraduates" -- AAAS
Science Books and Films "well written and illustrated" -- Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
This new text integrates fundamental theory with modern computational tools such as EES, MATLAB®, and FEHT to
equip students with the essential tools for designing and optimizing real-world systems and the skills needed to become
effective practicing engineers. Real engineering problems are illustrated and solved in a clear step-by-step manner.
Starting from first principles, derivations are tailored to be accessible to undergraduates by separating the formulation
and analysis from the solution and exploration steps to encourage a deep and practical understanding. Numerous
exercises are provided for homework and self-study and include standard hand calculations as well as more advanced
project-focused problems for the practice and application of computational tools. Appendices include reference tables for
thermophysical properties and answers to selected homework problems from the book. Complete with an online package
of guidance documents on EES, MATLAB®, and FEHT software, sample code, lecture slides, video tutorials, and a test
bank and full solutions manual for instructors, this is an ideal text for undergraduate heat transfer courses and a useful
guide for practicing engineers.
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact, Slight Shelfwear,may have the corners slightly dented, may have
slight color changes/slightly damaged spine.
This is an extensively revised second edition of "Interfacial Transport Phenomena", a unique presentation of transport
phenomena or continuum mechanics focused on momentum, energy, and mass transfer at interfaces. It discusses
transport phenomena at common lines or three-phase lines of contact. The emphasis is upon achieving an in-depth
understanding based upon first principles. It includes exercises and answers, and can serve as a graduate level textbook.
Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer, Revised, 6th Edition provides a unified treatment of momentum
transfer (fluid mechanics), heat transfer and mass transfer. The new edition has been updated to include more modern
examples, problems, and illustrations with real world applications. The treatment of the three areas of transport
phenomena is done sequentially. The subjects of momentum, heat, and mass transfer are introduced, in that order, and
appropriate analysis tools are developed.
This introductory text discusses the essential concepts of three funda-mental transport processes, namely, momentum
transfer, heat transfer, and mass transfer. Apart from chemical engineering, transport processes play an increasingly
important role today in the fields of biotechnology, nanotechnology and microelectronics. The book covers the basic laws
of momentum, heat and mass transfer. All the three transport processes are explained using two approaches—first by flux
expressions and second by shell balances. These concepts are applied to formulate the physical problems of
momentum, heat and mass transfer. Simple physical processes from the chemical engineering field are selected to
understand the mechanism of these transfer operations. Though these problems are solved for unidirectional flow and
laminar flow conditions only, turbulent flow conditions are also discussed. Boundary conditions and Prandtl mixing
models for turbulent flow conditions are explained as well. The unsteady-state conditions for momentum, heat and mass
transfer have also been highlighted with the help of simple cases. Finally, the approach of anology has also been
adopted in the book to understand these three molecular transport processes. Different analogies such as Reynolds,
Prandtl, von Kármán and Chilton–Colburn are discussed in detail. This book is designed for the undergraduate students
of chemical engineering and covers the syllabi on Transport Phenomena as currently prescribed in most institutes and
universities.
Transport phenomena is used here to descril>e momentum, energy, mass, and entropy transfer (Bird et al. 1960, 1980).
It includes thermodynamies, a special case of which is thermostatics. Interfacial transport phenomena refers to
momentum, energy , mass, and entropy transfer within the immediate neighborhood of a phase interface, including the
thermodynamies of the interface. In terms of qualitative physical observations, this is a very old field. Pliny the EIder
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(Gaius Plinius Secundus, 23-79 A.D.; Pliny 1938) described divers who released small quantities of oil from their mouths,
in order to damp capillary ripples on the ocean surface and in this way provide more uniform lighting for their work.
Similar stories were retold by Benjamin Franklin, who conducted experiments of his own in England (V an Doren 1938).
In terms of analysis, this is a generally young field. Surface thermostatics developed relatively early, starting with Gibbs
(1948) and continuing with important contributions by many others (see Chapter 5).
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer is written for senior undergraduates in engineering colleges of Indian universities, in the
departments of Mechanical, Automobile, Production, Chemical, Nuclear and Aerospace Engineering. The book should also
The term 'transport phenomena' describes the fundamental processes of momentum, energy, and mass transfer. This text
provides a thorough discussion of transport phenomena, laying the foundation for understanding a wide variety of operations used
by chemical engineers. The book is arranged in three parallel parts covering the major topics of momentum, energy, and mass
transfer. Each part begins with the theory, followed by illustrations of the way the theory can be used to obtain fairly complete
solutions, and concludes with the four most common types of averaging used to obtain approximate solutions. A broad range of
technologically important examples, as well as numerous exercises, are provided throughout the text. Based on the author's
extensive teaching experience, a suggested lecture outline is also included. This book is intended for first-year graduate
engineering students; it will be an equally useful reference for researchers in this field.
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